Prosper In Perth County: Boshart Industries
Transcript
Light, happy and upbeat music begins. “Prosper in Perth County” appears on the screen in white
text. Cuts to a conveyor belt with parts falling into a box. Cuts to a close-up in image of Taylor.
Taylor: My name is Taylor, I am Canadian warehouse supervisor for Boshart Industries.
Cuts to machinery creating black plastic items. A close-up image of Risa appears. We hear Rissa
speak.
Risa: “We manufacture injection moulding parts and import parts from overseas as well.”
Cuts to a profile shot of Taylor walking through the warehouse and looking at computers. We
hear Taylor speak.
Taylor: I didn’t really know much about Boshart when I first applied for the job, I didn’t know
much about Milverton to be honest with you. I come from neighbouring Oxford County; it’s
turned out to be a really good thing. It’s an everchanging pace for sure, which is something I
really enjoy.”
Shot cuts to the factory. Shot cuts to boxes being covered in shrink wrap. Shot cuts to men sitting
at a computer. We hear Risa speak.
Risa: “We have technicians that operate the machines, we have the warehouse that receive the
product from oversees, then we have IT, we have inside and outside sales, so people on the road,
HR, marketing. Pretty much everything is from Milverton here.”
Cuts to computer screens. Cuts to a close-up of Dan.
Dan: “Like most modern businesses, pretty much everything happens on the computer these
days. At Bosharts, everything from order entry to how the warehousing works all run through the
IT department. If one of those things goes down, it has a significant impact on the company’s
operations.”
Cuts to Will. We hear Will speak. Will screws two pieces together. Cuts to a close-up of Will.
Cuts to a water pipe bursting and a loud exploding noise is heard.
Will: “As a Quality Assurance Analyst, my job is to analyze the quality trends of any incoming
product. If there are any trends that are declining, I will get in touch with our suppliers so we can
correct that.”
Cuts to a shot of Risa working on her computer. Cuts to a shot of Dan crossing his arms. Cuts to
a shot of a Boshart Industries sign. We hear Dan speak.

Dan: “This company has been expanding for some time now, but it works where there is room to
move if you’re within the organization which I think is a big plus.”
Cuts to Will walking through the warehouse. Cuts to Will touching a computer screen. We hear
Will speak.
Will: “Working in a small-town like this is awesome, the commute is nice, I drive through the
country which is lovely. Just the community is great.”
Cuts to an image of Taylor leaning over a desk looking at accomputer, while laughing. Cuts to a
close-up image of Taylor walking through the warehouse. Cuts to an image of Taylor standing in
the middle of shelves looking at the camera.
Taylor: “When I was younger, I had that mentality that you had to be in a bigger city to make the
big bucks. Or you want to be in where the real-world is, well the real world is everywhere,
right.”
Cuts to Taylor walking through the warehouse. We hear Taylor speak.
Taylor: “The older I got I realized the roots where I came from. I’m from a small-town and then I
realized yeah this is where I want to stay and grow, eventually start a family. I’m not saying
everyone is going to take that path, but that is something that I realized as I got a little bit older,
that this is where I want to be.”
Screen fades to white and the Perth County logo appears with the County website and
Opportunity Lives Here website listed below. Hashtag Prosper in Perth County appears on the
screen under the text.

